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Charles Fox was born on March 17, 1897, iµ London, Englimd. 
His parents were .Morris and Fanny Fox. He began his educadon at 
Coopers Company School in Bow (London), and. atthe City of LqD:don 
School, where he was a scholar .. In 1915 he won.a lY.(athematkal Scholar
ship to :(:am.bridge l]'niversity, and he went into resictenc:e a~. Sid.ney 
Sussex Colleg(:. Ht took Part I of the celebrated Mathem.aticaJ Tripqs in 
1916 .w~th Firi>t Qlass Honours. ·· 

. . 
He secured a First Class Honotirs·atso in Part.Hof the Mathe

matical 1l'dpbs, in; the year 1917. That:same year he joined the. British 
Expec:litionary Forces in France, during World War I, and was wounded in 
a<!tfon:irH918; He then refomed to Cambridge and completed his B. A. 
His matllematicalstudies were carried .on under such eminent · mathemati-
cians asi>'rofessor G. H. Hardy. . 

:.:io~l:>t;pan.his prc;>fessional career in 1919 as a Demonstrator and 
.~~ttui;~t]~· ~atheµiatics at the Imperial College of· Science fo London. 
T}>.e ''ro1lowirig ye,ar he joined Birk beck College of the University ·or London 
as a Lecturer in 'Mathematics, where' he remained untill 1948. · Duiing 
his long association with Birkbeck College for twenty-eight years, a 
number of important developments took place in Fox's professional as well 
as personal life. In 1922 he obtained his Cambringe M.A. degree, in 1923 
he was elected a Fellow of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, and in 
1925 he published his first paper in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical 
Society. Three years later, in 1928, he was awarded the D. Sc. degree by 
the University of London. 

'* An abbreviated version ofthis article is scheduled to appear in the 
Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society and the Proceedings of the Royal 
Society of Canada. 
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In 1932 he married Eileen Kaye in London, and in 1949 they moved 
to Montreal, Canada, where he joined the faculty of McGill University 

as an As~ociate Professor .of. Mat~~matics .. ·. He was very happy. in . his 
family life. Two childr~ri wer~ bol'ri;"·~ s'on: ··Eawaf'Cf;: 'aniFlf .llaughter, 
Frances, and there are seven grandchildren. 

\' , .· A·,., ~. ,\l 

Within a year after his arrival at McGill University, Fox finished 
his only book : An Introduction to the Calculz.s of Variations, which was publi
shed by Oxford University Press. His motiv.fit-ion for writing this book is 
fairly well reflected in the second paragraph of its preface, which reads : 
" .•. During my marry years bj teaching at Lo~don Univenity I felt that :.none of the 
existing texts i:1Jveted the sub}ect as I Wottld like to teach it and so lunderto.ok .. the task 
b} wtiting rifle ef my oun ... ," 

, Fox was promoted to the rahk of Profess-Or of Mathematics at 
McGill University in 1956. Five years. literhe was elected .a; Fello\:Y of 
tne Royal Society of Canada in 1961. Ind~ed; he was a member of the 
London Mathematical Society, the Canadian· Matb.el:ii.ati'cal C6hgress, .. ·.and 
the America11 Mathematical Society. 

:Upon his retirement from McGill Uiiiversity in 1967, Fox ;ac9,epted 
a visiting professorship at ·sir George Williams. University (now <Sir 
George Williams Campus of Concordia University), also in Mo.ntreal. ]PH~ 
he remained an active teacher of mathematics until 197 5, when he rduc
tantly gave up his lectureship at Concordia Unive(sity. The, followi!lg •Y!'!~f 
he w~s .a"Yarded an honorary LL.D. degree by, Concordia University. 

·.• ij:e·~~ssed away (in Montreal) on April30,•'i977 of a 'cpdiac arrest. 
fl~Ji,adhad a heart condition for quite a long tillle, whic}J. slO~edhiiµ dow1J. 
cqJ;J.siderably but did. no_t stop his activities altogether till hi$ last ·' ,).' ,, ,, 

year or so. 

Fox's publications span over a period of half a century, his first 
paper having appeared in 1925, whle the last one was published a couple 
of years before his death. His papers may be divided into six main (not 
mutually exclusive) groups : 

( i ) Theory of null series and null integrals (cf.[l] and [2]); 
( ii ) H ypergeometric functions and their generalizations (if. [3], [5 ], 

[7] and [32] ); 
(iii) Integral trans.forms and integral equations (cf. [4]; [8],[12], [14], 

[16], [18], [22] through [25], [27] through [29], [31] through 
[39], [41], and [42] ); 



. (iv) 
·(v) 
(vi) 

Mathematics of navigation t (cf [20] and [43]); 
Theory of statistical distributions (cf. [29] and [40}); 
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Notes on ~is¢ellaneous topics (cf. [6], [9], through [11], [13], 
[15J, [17], [19], [21 ], [26], [28] and (30]). ·· . · · 

It seems worthwhile to remark that Fox's publication record shows 
a trend comparable with that of many other mathematicians.: His book 
and some of hfS'.'most significant papers were written in the·:prime of his 
career, while both the number and importance of his research p~pets 
decreased towards the end of his career. He did incleecl cqntinue his 
research activities after h~s retirement from McGill. Univel;'~ity aQ.<;l, ;;:ts 
indicayid earlier, was prodl,lcing interesti11g papers µntil .lil cqqple of yea.rs 
before his death. · · 

One of Fox's major contributions to the theory of hypergeometric 
functions. ili his syst~m<l;tic study of the asymptotic expansion of the 
generalized hypergeom6l:ric function defined by ( cf [5], p. 389 et seq.) 

* (1) pFq [(a1, A1 ), .. .,(ap, Ap); (/31, B1),. .. .,((3q, Bq);.t] 

00 

= ~1 f (n)zn 
~ n! ' 

n=O 
where, for convenience, 

and ·the coefficients Au, • .,Ap, B1 ,., • ., .Bq_ are po~itive real nv.mben 
such, that 

( 3) ro=l 

j=l J=I 
Although a substantially more general integral function than ( 1) was 

studied earlier by G.N. Watson in 1913, Fox's methods were an improve
ment over that of E. W. Barnes (who, in 1907, had discussed the asympto
tic expansions of the generalized hypergeometric function ( 1) in the 
familiar special case when Aj=l, j=l, ... , p, and Bj=l, j=l,. .. ,q) and 

t These references [20] and [43] have just been reproduced from Professor 
Fox's list of publications, which was kindly supplied to the author by 
Mrs. Eileen Fox. 
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differed from those of Watson mainly in that no appeai was made to the 
properties of certain inverse factorial series. It should be mentioned that 
Frx's methods were further generalized by E. M. Wright in 1935 ( and 
again in 1940) in order to cover the case of the integral function (1) when 
(4) I arg(-z) I !6; 1T-i 1T a • 

where 0 < a ~ 2 and ~ need not be rational; in the subsequent 
literature, therefore, ithe integral function ( l) is quite often refesr!!d ·~~ as 
Wright's generalized hypergeometric function ! 

The contribution to the theory of special functions by which. Fox 
will always be remembered by workers in these areas of applicable analysis 
is, beyond any manner of doubt, his paper [32] in which he fo1·mally 
introduced the Il-function defined by [ op. cit., p. 408). 

(5) Hm'n( z l(a1,A1), .,(ap,Ap) ]=·211T•·s8((}zld(, 
P•q (/31,81),. .. .,(/3q , Bq ) • 

Whtie L 
m n 
n r (/3i Ri () n r (1 - ai + Ai () 
j=l }=' 

~~~~~~~~---..,.~~--,-~--,.--,-~ 

q p 
n f(l -f:li+BiO .n r(ar- Aj c) 

}=m+t J=n+l 

(6) B(C) 

o f m f q, o. ~ n ;;a p. 
and Lis a suitable contour of the M~llin-B.al'nes type (in the. complex 
(-plane} which separates the poles of one product from those of the other. 
If the positive coefficients A1 ,. .. ,Ap and 81,. .. ,Bq are constrained by 
the inequality 

p m 

(7) 2: Aj + 2: Bj -
j=n=l j=l 

then, under certain additional conditions, the integral in (5) is absolutely 
convergent and defines the H-function, analytic in the sector 
(8) I arg (z) I < ! l2 'IT. 

the point Z'=O being tacitly excluded. 
The H-function may be looked upon as an appropriate further 

extension of the generalized hypergeometric function defin~d by (I); it 
also provides an elegant generalization of T. M. MacRobert's E-funetion 
and C.S. Meijer's G-function, both of which evidently correspond to the 



special case of(5) when Aj=l,j=I, .•. , p. and Bp=;::l,j=l, ..• ,q. It may. be 
remarked in passing that a study of one form or the other of the H
function, which was initiated as long ago as 1888 by S. Pincherle, · appe:lred 
in the works ofE. W. Barnes in 1908, H. Mellin in 1910, A. L~ c.Dixon 
and W. L. Ferrar in 1936, S .. Bochner in 1958, and several others. 
Nonetheless, a first systematic presentation of the properties· of the 
H-function as a symmetrical F.ourier kernel was made in the afor~men

tioned 1961 paper by Fox whose name has Q~turally been associated with 
this function in the literature ever since. 

Fox did not pursue his H-function beyond the invaluable ' discovery 
of its properties (as a symmetrical Fourier kernel) incorporated in his paper 
[32]; instead, he turned to the solution of certain classes of integral 
equations by operational techniqµes involving . integral transformations. 
Nevertheless, a large number Rf research wotkers have since been engaged 
in the investigation of tke H-function and its natural. ei'tensions in two 
and more comph:x variables; until his death Fox encouraged and was 
appreciative of some of these developments specially in his correspondence 
and long discussions (on different occasions) with the present author. 

And so passes yet anotherable mathematician who, over a remarkably 
long and exceptionally active life, served his discipline with devoti<m and 
clistinction. He has left behind him the memory of a quiet family ~an, 
one who was ap effecti~e teacher of mathematics, one who made significant 
contributions to his field of expertise, and one who inspired many of 
his colleagues and students to carry out independent researches for them
selves. Charles Fox will indeed be remembered not only for his great 
intellectual gifts and research contributions, not only for his courtesy 
and kindliness, but, beyond everything else, for his extraordinary qualities 
of honesty and integrity. 
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